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Abstract
We consider an Anti-de Sitter Universe filled by quantum CFT with clas-
sical phantom matter and perfect fluid. The model represents the combi-
nation of a trace-anomaly annihilated and a phantom driven Anti-de Sitter
Universes. The influence exerted by the quantum effects and phantom mat-
ter on the AdS space is discussed. Different energy conditions in this type
of Universe are investigated and compared with those for the corresponding
model in a de Sitter Universe.
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There is growing interest towards various studies of the reported acceler-
ation of the scale factor of our observable Universe [1]. This is motivated by
recent astrophysical data analysis, which hint to such behavior. In order to
explain it, the simplest possibility is to introduce a dark energy component,
whose origin remains however uncertain. It seems to be possible to model
the accelerating scale factor through the introduction of phantom matter
with a negative energy density [2]. Such phantom matter may then serve
as a different possible origin for dark energy. However, there are a number
of problems, as the violation of the energy conditions and that of a related
negative energy density, the lack of a plausible explanation of the origin of
such phantom matter, etc. Because of those, such possibility becomes rather
non-realistic.
The peculiar properties of a phantom scalar (with negative kinetic energy)
in a space with non-zero cosmological constant have been recently discussed
in an interesting paper by Gibbons [3]. It has been indicated there, that
phantom properties bear some similarity to quantum effects [4]. (Note that
there are other models where the dark energy has also a quantum origin
[5].) The interesting property of the investigation in [3] is that it is easily
generalizable to other constant curvature spaces, as the Anti-de Sitter (AdS)
space. There is presently some interest in such spaces, coming specially from
the AdS/CFT correspondence. According to that, the AdS space may have in
fact a cosmological influence [6], increasing the number of particles created on
a given subspace [7]. (It may also be used to study a cosmological AdS/CFT
correspondence [8].) Hence, the study of a phantom field in AdS space may
give us a hint for the origin of such field via the dual description. In the
supergravity description, one may think of the phantom as of a special RG
flow for scalars in gauged AdS supergravity. (Actually, such RG flow may
correspond to an imaginary scalar.)
In the present letter, we consider an AdS model filled with classical mat-
ter, perfect fluid, and a phantom scalar, taking also into account quantum
contributions. The model can be viewed as some generalization of phantom
cosmology. In our theory, quantum effects are described via the conformal
anomaly, what is reminiscent of the well known anomaly-driven inflation [9].
Such quantum effects are typical for the vacuum energy (for a review, see
[10]). We specially discuss the analogies between our model formulated in
AdS space and the corresponding one formulated in a de Sitter (dS) Uni-
verse [4]. Using the AdS/CFT correspondence, one may then expect that
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the phantom field emerges out of some QFT instability in the dual descrip-
tion. It may originate as a result of some phase transition. We will also
study how the energy conditions are fulfilled in a phantom AdS Universe of
this kind.
We start from Einstein’s equations with the scalar (phantom) field C [3]
Rµν −
1
2
Rgµν = 8piG
{
(ρ+ p)UµUν + pgµν − ∂µC∂νC +
1
2
gµνg
αβ∂αC∂βC
}
.
(1)
Our model is given by 4-dimensional Anti-de Sitter spacetime (AdS4) with
the metric chosen as [11]
ds2 = e−2λx˜3(dt2 − (dx1)2 − (dx2)2)− (dx˜3)2 . (2)
The simplest way to account for quantum effects (at least, for conformal
matter) is to include the contributions coming from the conformal anomaly:
T = b
(
F +
2
3
✷R
)
+ b′G+ b′′✷R , (3)
where F is the square of 4d Weyl tensor and G the Gauss-Bonnet invariant,
which are given as
F =
1
3
R2 − 2RijR
ij +RijklR
ijkl ,
G = R2 − 4RijR
ij +RijklR
ijkl . (4)
In general, with N scalar, N1/2 spinor, N1 vector fields, N2 (= 0 or 1) gravi-
tons and NHD higher derivative conformal scalars, b, b
′ and b′′ turn out to
be
b =
N + 6N1/2 + 12N1 + 611N2 − 8NHD
120(4pi)2
,
b′ = −
N + 11N1/2 + 62N1 + 1411N2 − 28NHD
360(4pi)2
,
b′′ = 0 . (5)
The contributions of the conformal anomaly to ρ and p can be found in
[12, 13], namely
ρA = −
1
a4
[
b′
(
6a4H4 + 12a2H2
)
(6)
3
+
(
2
3
b+ b′′
){
a4
(
−6HH,tt − 18H
2H,t + 3H
2
,t
)
+ 6a2H2
}
−2b+ 6b′ − 3b′′
]
,
pA = b
′
{
6H4 + 8H2H,t +
1
a2
(
4H2 + 8H,t
)}
+
(
2
3
b+ b′′
){
− 2H,ttt − 12HH,tt − 18H
2H,t − 9H
2
,t
+
1
a2
(
2H2 + 4H,t
)}
−
−2b+ 6b′ − 3b′′
3a4
. (7)
The classical matter solution corresponds to
Uµ = δ
x3
µ , C = a˜x
3 + b˜ (8)
where the latter is the solution of the equation of motion for the phantom
field:
0 = ✷C = −∂2x3C . (9)
Note that a˜ and b˜ are arbitrary, what implies that there are infinitely many
solutions (distributions of phantom matter) of (9).
For the quantum energy density and pressure, one gets
ρA = −pA = −6b
′λ4 . (10)
Now, since for the metric (2), we have
Rµν = −3λ
2gµν , R = −12λ
2 , (11)
the (x3x3) and (ij)-components in the Einstein equations (1), with account
to quantum effects are, respectively,
−3λ2 = 8piG
(
ρmatter − 6b
′λ4 −
a˜2
2
)
, (12)
3λ2 = 8piG
(
pmatter + 6b
′λ4 −
a˜2
2
)
. (13)
Here ρmatter and pmatter are contributions from the matter to the energy den-
sity ρ and pressure p, respectively. By combining (12) and (13), we obtain
the equations
0 = ρmatter + pmatter − a˜
2 , (14)
0 = 12b′λ4 +
6λ2
8piG
− ρmatter + pmatter . (15)
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Let us now see what are the implications of these equations for the dif-
ferent cases that arise. The first situation is in the absence of any matter,
scalar or phantom. We easily see from (15) that there is no solution and,
therefore, the creation of an AdS Universe is not possible. This should come
as no surprise and may be regarded as a consistency check. As a second
situation, let us consider the one when there is only QFT; in such case we
recover the same solution which was already obtained in [11], i.e., the AdS
Universe annihilates when only quantum matter effects are present. As a
third case, we consider the situation when only phantom matter is present.
As we see from (15), under this condition we do not have any solution and
this means that the creation of an AdS Universe is not possible, as the con-
sequence of the existence of phantom matter only, e.g. just from the dark
energy. Performing a further analysis along the same lines, now considering
the situation when there coexist the quantum theory and phantom matter,
we see again that both the quantum matter effects and the presence of the
phantom are not enough in order to get the conditions for the creation of an
AdS Universe, either.
Consider next the more general situation where we admit in our theory
the presence of classical and quantum matter and also the phantom field.
The solutions for Eq.(15), with respect to λ2, are given by the following
expression
λ2 =
1
12b′

− 34piG ±
√(
3
8piG
)2
+ 12b′ (ρmatter − pmatter)

 , (16)
with the condition,
(
3
8piG
)2
+ 12b′ (ρmatter − pmatter) ≥ 0 . (17)
We should note that the choice of the + sign (from the ±) in (16) corre-
sponds to the solution of Ref. [3] in the limit b′ → 0. On the other hand,
when ρmatter − pmatter = 0, the solution with − sign in (16) corresponds to
Starobinsky’s anomaly-driven inflation [9]. The limiting case ρmatter = pmatter
describes stiff matter. Without quantum effects, there is no non-trivial so-
lution for λ−2 [3] but, due to the conformal anomaly, there is a nontrivial
solution even for the case of stiff matter.
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With respect to the explicit Anti-de Sitter cosmological solution, we may
wonder now what kind of energy conditions can be fulfilled in our model.
The standard types of energy conditions in cosmology are the following:
1. Null Energy Condition (NEC):
ρ+ p ≥ 0. (18)
2. Weak Energy Condition (WEC):
ρ ≥ 0 and ρ+ p ≥ 0. (19)
3. Strong Energy Condition (SEC):
ρ+ 3p ≥ 0 and ρ+ p ≥ 0. (20)
4. Dominant Energy Condition (DEC):
ρ ≥ 0 and ρ± p ≥ 0. (21)
If we now rewrite Eqs. (12) and (13) as
ρmatter = 6b
′λ4 +
a˜2
2
−
3λ2
8piG
, (22)
pmatter = −6b
′λ4 +
a˜2
2
+
3λ2
8piG
, (23)
we see that in the case of the dS Universe [4], the NEC is always satisfied
from (14):
ρmatter + pmatter ≥ 0 . (24)
The WEC could be satisfied, from (22), if
6b′λ4 +
a˜2
2
+
3λ2
8piG
=
a˜2λ4
2

λ−2 − 1a˜2

 3
8piG
+
√(
3
8piG
)2
− 12b′a˜2




×

λ−2 − 1a˜2

 3
8piG
−
√(
3
8piG
)2
− 12b′a˜2




≥ 0 . (25)
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Since, usually b′ < 0, the quantity inside the square root is positive.
From Eq.(25) we easily obtain a non-trivial constraint for the length pa-
rameter λ−2
λ−2 ≥
1
a˜2

 3
8piG
+
√(
3
8piG
)2
− 12b′a˜2

 . (26)
Taking now into account that our Einstein equations differ from those which
were obtained in [4], but only in the sign, we see that this energy condition
coincides with the one obtained in that reference for the case of the dS
Universe.
In case of no quantum effects (b′ = 0), the constraint becomes trivial:
λ−2 ≥ 0. Since
ρmatter + 3pmatter = −12b
′λ4 + 2a˜2 +
3λ2
4piG
= 2a˜2λ4

λ−2 − 1a˜2

 −3
16piG
+
√(
3
16piG
)2
+ 6b′a˜2




×

λ−2 − 1a˜2

 −3
16piG
−
√(
3
16piG
)2
+ 6b′a˜2



 , (27)
if it turns out that (
3
16piG
)2
+ 6b′a˜2 ≤ 0, (28)
then, the quantity inside the square root in (27) is non-positive, and we find
that the SEC is always satisfied; ρmatter +3pmatter ≥ 0. On the other hand, if
(
3
16piG
)2
+ 6b′a˜2 > 0 , (29)
then the SEC gives the following non-trivial constraint for λ−2
λ−2 ≥
1
a˜2

 −3
16piG
+
√(
3
16piG
)2
+ 6b′a˜2

 . (30)
This constraint becomes trivial (λ−2 ≥ 0) again if we do not include the con-
formal anomaly. From another side, we observe that this constraint (30) will
be always satisfied, even when the contribution from the conformal anomaly
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is included, i.e., the constraint for λ−2 is always trivial. Since b′ is negative
for the usual matter fields, Eq. (28) tells us that if the quantum effect is
large, the SEC could be satisfied more easily. On the other hand, if quantum
effects are small, but do not vanish, the SEC may not be satisfied.
Concerning this energy condition, we observe that it differs from the case
of the dS Universe [4]. Specifically, we see that, since the constraint for λ−2
is less strong for the AdS space, the energy condition will be easier satisfied
in the AdS Universe than in the dS Universe.
Eq. (17) can be rewritten, for b′ < 0, as
ρmatter − pmatter ≤ −
1
12b′
(
3
8piG
)2
, (31)
which does not conflict with the DEC but it yields a non-trivial constraint
for the matter field. This constraint will not appear if we do not include the
contribution from the conformal anomaly. Then, similarly to the case of the
dS Universe [4], owing to the quantum effects, there might happen that the
DEC could not be satisfied.
The contributions to ρ and p from the phantom field C are, according to
(12) and (13), given by
ρC = pC = −
a˜2
2
. (32)
Thus, we conclude that, similarly to the case of the dS Universe, no kind of
energy conditions in the AdS Universe can be satisfied for purely phantom
matter, unless a˜ = 0. When a˜ = 0, from (14) it follows that
0 = ρmatter + pmatter , (33)
which is a limiting case but does not violate any energy condition, although
its fulfillment requires a negative pressure. We thus conclude that the energy
conditions, when quantum CFT is present, can be satisfied, unlike what
happens in the case of pure phantom matter.
To summarize, we have studied the influence of phantom and quantum
effects in an AdS Universe and drawn several interesting conclusions. In
particular, when matter is composed of phantom, perfect fluid and quantum
CFT components, we have seen that it is sometimes possible to realize an
AdS Universe, in the sense that the majority of the energy conditions can
be preserved. It would be now interesting to investigate the cosmological
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implications of a phantom field non-minimally coupled to gravity. This would
be similar to a study of the annihilation of a dilatonic AdS Universe [11, 14,
15]. It would be of interest to study the role of other phantom fields like
spinors where even for usual spinor matter there are some open questions
[16]
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